3. Take pictures of damage and make presentation to greens committee and membership.

III. To Protect Against Ice Sheets and Ponded Water
1. Improve drainage.
2. Redesign and rebuild if necessary.
3. Leave snow as insulator as long as possible.
4. Apply dark material (Milorganite) to ice sheets to make them porous.
5. Mechanically break up solid (non-porous) ice sheets if temperatures range into 50's or greater for extended periods.
6. Apply fungicides as needed.

IV. To Protect Against Limited Soil Water
1. Water in the fall as late as is needed to ensure good fall and winter supply of soil moisture.
2. Use covers and mulches to protect vulnerable sites.
3. Plant superior permanent grasses.
4. Apply those cultural practices needed to ensure adequate storage of food reserves and that develop deep rooted, extensively branched grass plants.
5. Apply water to counteract desiccating conditions - haul if necessary.
6. Apply fungicides as needed.
7. Avoid all practices that stimulate early excessive growth or that produce soft, succulent growth.

---

**ECONOMIC DAFFYNITIONS**

**CAPITALISM:** You have two cows. You sell one and buy a bull.

**SOCIALISM:** You have two cows and give one to a neighbor.

**COMMUNISM:** You have two cows. The government takes both and gives you some of the milk.

**TOTALITARIANISM:** You have two cows. The government takes both and shoots you.

**GREAT SOCIETYISM:** You have two cows. The government takes both, shoots one, milks the other and throws the milk away.
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**FOR SALE**